SURFACE:

Accelerating
transformation
in the classroom.
Surface gives education providers
and students the devices they love,
a platform they can trust and the
tools they need to stay secure.
Now you can reduce complexity,
maintain control and help teachers
build a productive hybrid classroom.

Technology can help clear away
obstacles by freeing up as much as

30%

63%

of teachers’ time, so they can
spend more time responding to
individual and group needs.1

of teachers say they lean on
technology in the classroom
to assist their curriculum.2

SECURITY:

Keeping your school data
safe with Surface.
Protecting the personal data of teachers and students
is paramount. Surface’s security measures are built
into the hardware and work alongside Windows 10
to provide a more secure digital learning experience.
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Surface proactively
delivers updates to
keep every device safe
from external threats

Trusted Platform Module
technology protects data
through cryptographic
key management

Windows Hello –
or biometric log-in –
on every device adds an
extra security layer for
authentication to Windows
and Microsoft 365

THE SURFACE LAPTOP 3 AND
SURFACE BOOK 3
• Provides a safe and secure platform
for use in digital classrooms
• Gives IT the ability to deploy devices
and analyse usage data from anywhere

IT administrators reported that Surface helped give
80% reduction in security breach costs.3

ACCESSIBILITY:

Deploy anytime, managed
anywhere, and stay secure
with Surface and XMA.
Give faculty, staﬀ and students the freedom to teach and
learn anywhere with zero-touch deployment, one-click
device management, and protection.
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Surface Autopilot enables
a fast, no-touch device
deployment experience, so
devices can be shipped to
schools and students can
begin learning in minutes

Get devices repaired
quickly with Advanced
Exchange – an expedited
replacement service
available at no extra cost

Manage devices down
to the ﬁrmware level
and protect against
known global threats to
keep your school safe

SURFACE PRO 7+
• Combines the portability of a tablet
with the performance and functionality
of a Windows 10 PC
• Teachers can seamlessly co-author
documents without having to meet
in-person
• PixelSense™ display features ambient
light sensing that automatically adjusts to
conditions, so teachers can move ﬂuidly
without losing the crisp, clear picture

IT administrators reported that Surface helped give
78% reduction in device deployment time,
by an average of 25 minutes per device.3

COLLABORATION:

Achieve more with
Surface and Microsoft 365
for Education.
It is time to facilitate real connections between students.
Surface hardware and Microsoft 365 software is designed
to bring people together.
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Ensure every voice in the
classroom is heard in
secure Microsoft Teams
digital classrooms

Seamlessly and
securely share
documents –
from anywhere

Surface allows you to work
however you want: using
touch, Surface Pen, or your
Type Cover or keyboard to
complete assignments

SURFACE GO 2
• Both versatile and portable, can
promote collaborative learning in
small groups, in or out of school
• Always-on LTE Advanced
connectivity means students
can access the internet even
when Wi-Fi isn't available
• Digital pen and inking reduces
paper-based processes and
improves data retention

In one example, when collaborative technology tools
were given to the entire class, there was a 30% to 40%
improvement in reading and writing.4

WORKING WITH XMA:

The next steps towards
digital learning.
Choosing the right devices is the ﬁrst step
towards transforming the way you teach
and learn. The next step is planning how
to implement them. Our team of experts
will work to:

Understand your goals and objectives,
so we can empower connectivity,
mobility, security and collaboration
across your school

Provide hands-on training
and workshops

0115 846 4000
education@xma.co.uk
www.xma.co.uk

Work with you to ﬁnd aﬀordable solutions
that help you reach your objectives
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